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frecdom ...under far from benevolent social conditions" proved too great for these
women (Stacey, p.259). They consequently sought stability in marriage and
religion. At the same time, however, Stacey believes that they have
incorporated feminist solutions, albeit unacknoWledged, in developing their"postfeminist" gender strategies.

Although Stacey recognizes the fact that the families she selected were
unusual, one still questions the representitiveness of her findings. Although
Silicon Valley had experienced the well-documented expansion and contraction of
induslcy, one wonders to what extent this community and the families who
reside in that area mirror the rest of society. Stacey's selection of the families is
also questionable, for it seems as though she chose her subjects by Some sonof
personal affinity, as in Pam's case. or by the outward appearance of "normalcy"
in regards to the Lewiston's. These issues as weU as others bring to light the
problems inherent in ethnomethodologiCal approaches. Also, Stacey at times
becomes so personally involVed with her subjects that it appears she has
problems in maintaining researcher's objectivity.

Stacey's interpretive perspective is heavily influenced by her middle class,
academic feminist background. In cenain aspects of her research, it seems as
though she tries to force the experiences of these women through her Own
feminist perspective and assumes that had the conditions been right, these
women Would have wholeheartedly embraced feminism. For example, she
assumes that "had feminism been as visible and vigorous in the early 1960's
when Eleanor [the founder of Global Ministries} abandoned her marriage, she
would now be organizing feminist rather than Christian shelters for battered
women (Slacey, p.138)." She also shows her own bias toward these women; in
the introduction, she states that during her research she was struggling with the
demise of her "anti-modem" family. It is unclear what distinguishes her "anti
modem" family from those "postmodem" families that she stUdied. That is, does
one have to be an avowed feminist to have an anti-modem family and what is thedifference?

Although she states that these women have incorporated the gains of the
feminist movement, she only partially addresses Why these women turned to
religion and marriage and disavowed feminism in the first place. This should
cause feminists anxiety about the lack of appeal that feminism has for working
class women and shOUld alert them to the exclusiveness that characterizes the
contemporary feminist movement,

Overall, Brave New Families is an interesting book to read and does present
some serious problems in contemporary family life. It should prove to be a
catalyst for further stUdy about gender and class relations in forging new family
structures. But as Stacey discovered, probing the intimate relations of these and
other families can be problematic methodologically, personally and ethically.

Shelley L. Koch
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